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The existence of slow ion acoustic double layer in the presence of reflected ions and non-isothermal electrons
has been pointed out. The conditions for the existence of this type of double layer have been discussed. The results
may be applicable to the recent observations in the auroral plasma.

Studies of ion solitary holes1,2 and the associated
slow ion acoustic double layers3,4 have been made
in recent years. Schamel and Bujarbarua1 studied
ion hole solutions and Kim3 and Schamel4 studied

the associated slow ion acoustic double layers and
showed that such nonlinear solitary structures
move with a velocity near the ion thermal speed
and need, for their existence, ion trapping (reflec
tion) effects. Recently, Bujarbarua5 introduced
non-isothermal electrons in the propagation of
small amplitude ion holes. Since the effects of
non-isothermal electrons are manifested in the co

efficient of ~2 (where ~ is the electric potential),
Bujarbarua5 expanded the electron and ion densit
ies up to ~2 term and looked for soliton solution
(note that for usual ion hole solutions with isother
mal electrons terms up to ,3/2 are retained in the
expansion of ion and electron densities) .

In this communication, it is shown that slow ion
acoustic double layer (DL) solutions may be ob
tained in the analysis of Bujarbarua5 when the ap
propriate DL conditions are imposed. The motiva
tion for the present study is to explain a recent
observation of small amplitude double layers along
the auroral field lines6•

For this purpose, a homogeneous, infinite plas
ma is considered and the stationary solutions of
the Vlasov-Poisson system are studied. We follow
closely the analysis of Bujarbarua5 and assume
that the potential ,p( x) is negative with amplitude
1/J, and ;<. - 00 ) = 0 and ;<. 00 ) = - 1/J. We consider
both free and reflected ions. The ion and the elec
tron distribution functions and hence the ion and
the electron densities for such a system are similar
to those given by Bujarbaruas. The 'energy law',as
given in Ref. 5 is as follows.

!(0,)2 + V(,)=O2 ax

where the classical potential V( ~ ) is given by

where

A _ 4
2 - 3;;[1- a- u~]e-u~2

A3 = ~[ & - e - ~ - :~]

Tef Effective electron temperature
T;Ion temperature

& = (neh 0;+ nee 07,)/81. 0;

neh Hot electron density
nee Cold electron density
Oh= Teh/T;

Teh Hot electron temperature
8e= T«/T;

Tec Cold electron temperature
a = T;/T;,
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d= [- 24/0fA3l/JP12 ... (17)

The velocity of the DL can be calculated from
Eqs (11) and (12) and is given by

.i

,~,

+
u., ~ ~ 1.306[ 1+ 0t~'-0.26(lal- 0.71{ ~rJ

... (18)

with 0f~ 3.5 and a <0.71

Substituting the linear value of Uo in Eq. (16) we
find that DL solutions exist when d < 1.46. It can
be shown that the condition d < 1.46 can be satis

fied for a large number of values of the parame
ters neh, nee' (Jh, (Jc etc. For isothermal electrons
Oh= 8c= O{= 0 and d= {)-~.Since for DL solution
8> 3.5, 0 - 2 is always less than 1.46, it may be
concluded that for isothermal electrons slow ion
acoustic DL exists when the ratio of the electron

to ion temperature is greater than 3.5.
We now apply the results of the present theory

to observations in the auroral region of the space6
and take ne/neh= 5 and Te/Teh= 10-2• In this case,
the effective electron temperature Tef= Tec= 1Oe~
(For small amplitude DLs, we take e~ / Tef= 10-1

so that Tef= Tec= 1Oe~). According to the observa
tion by Temerin et a/.6, the potential of an individ
ual DL is found to be of the order of IV. Here

Tef= T.c= 10e~ = WeV and Teh= 100 Tef= 1 keV.
For Ti=2eV, 0{=5, Oh= Te/Ti=500, Oc= Te/
Ti=5 and 0/Oc=100. In this case d=0.03,
A3 = - 0.377 and the thickness of the DL is found
to be 10A. De' This calculated value is of the order
of the observed value of Temerin et a/.6 which is
40 A. De' Therefore, the slow ion acoustic DLs as
discussed in this communication may be one of
the candidates for the observation of Temeri~ et
a/.6 It should be noted that Temerin et a/.6 ob

served both the compressive DL moving downw
ards from the magnetosphere to the ionosphere
and rerefactive DL moving upwards from the ion
osphere to the magnetosphere. The slow ion
acoustic DL discussed in this communication re
sembles the rarefactive type of DL observed by
Temerin et al.6
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~x)= e-x2 jeP dt
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A1= -3A3l/J

and

We shall now impose the DL conditions. The
first condition is the nonlinear dispersion relation,
V( -l/J) = O. Using this condition in Eq. (2), we get

4 2
A = - A 1/,1/2 + - A 1/0

1 5 2't' 3 3 't'

~(x) = ~!th- tanhkxf4
where

TitFree ion temperature
Ti r Reflected ion temperature
Uo Ion drift velocity

Here the space coordinate x is normalized to the

effective electron Debye length A.De = ( Tefl

4Jre2no)ll2, the electric potential ~ is normalized to
Tie, the ion drift velcoity Uo,is normalized to the
ion thermal speed and ~x) is the Dawson's inte
gral given by

The second DL condition is the charge neutrality
condition, viz. aV( ~)/ a~= 0 at ~= -l/J, and using
this condition in Eq. (2), we have

Al =A2l/J112+A3l/J ... (10)

From Eqs (9) and (10), we get

Inserting the value of Al and A2 from Eqs (11)
and (12) into Eq. (2) we get

- V\~)=! Of( - A3)~2l/J[I- J - ~(l/Jf ... (13)3

Inserting Eq. (13) in Eq. (1) and integrating we get
the DL potentiaF as

k= [( 01"24)( - A3)l/JJ112 ... (15)

Eq. (14) represents a rarefactive DL, provided

A3=![d-e-U~I2- 34]<0 ... (16)2 Uo'

The DL thickness is given by
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